March 22, 2018

Exploring Ideological Divides Among Conservatives

Contact Info:
Brandon Wong, branwong@pennlaw.upenn.edu

Time: 12:15pm - 6:30pm
Location: Fitts Auditorium

The Penn Law Federalist Society invites you to our Annual Symposium, the largest event of the academic year.

American conservatism has never been, and never will be, ideologically homogeneous. Fault lines within conservatism have always existed, but today they seem more pronounced than ever. This year, the Penn Law Federalist Society’s Annual Symposium will explore these divisions and how they relate to contemporary public policy arguments in the areas of Trade, Entitlements, Foreign Affairs, and Immigration.

The Honorable Judge Stephanos Bibas from the Third Circuit Court of Appeals will deliver the Symposium’s keynote address, titled “Harmonizing Conservative Criminal Justice: Blame, Punish, then Reform.” A Chick-fil-A lunch will be served.

Regardless of how familiar you may be with American conservatism, the Federalist Society welcomes all to learn more about this rich ideological tradition from a diverse array of leading luminaries. Learn more about our speakers by visiting our website.

The Symposium will conclude with a catered reception at 5:30 P.M. in Davis Student Union.

This event is for Penn Law and students of the collaborating undergraduate groups ONLY (who MUST RSVP). This event is NOT open to the public.

NO RSVP for Penn Law Students – any Penn Law student can attend, provided that there is room in the auditorium. Penn Law students MUST bring their Penn LAW ID to the event.